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Caverion has signed a contract with Saab AB for the technical facility management of
Saab’s real estate nationwide in Sweden. Caverion will be responsible for the operation
and management of Saab’s properties which have high security requirements.

Caverion has broad experience in facility management and in working in critical production
environments where we ensure the continuity of our customers' operations, and we optimise
the life cycle value of the properties.

“We are happy and honored by Saab’s trust. Our task, as one of Sweden’s largest suppliers in
technical facility management, is to deliver efficient services and proactively solve any
challenges so that Saab can continue to focus on its core business. And that Saab can
maintain or even increase the value of its properties", says Uno Lundberg, Head of Caverion
Sweden.

Saab is a world leader in several disciplines in military and civilian products and solutions; as
well as Sweden’s largest company in the defense industry. Saab’s systems and products are
today to a large extent a part of Sweden’s military defense.

Read more about our facility management services: www.caverion.com/catalog/services/facility-
management/

For further information, please contact

Erika Björnesparr, Head of Marketing and Communications, Caverion Sweden 
erika.a.bjornesparr@caverion.com, tel. +46 73 050 92 85

Marcus Sandlund, Head of Commercial, Caverion Sweden 
marcus.sandlund@caverion.com, tel. +46 70 088 73 75
 

About Caverion

Caverion is an expert for smart and sustainable built environments, enabling performance and people’s well-being. Customers can trust our
expertise during the entire life cycle of their buildings, infrastructure or industrial sites and processes: from installation and maintenance of
base and smart technologies, to managed services as well as advisory and engineering services and digital solutions. Our customers are
supported by about 15,000 Caverion professionals in 10 countries in Northern and Central Europe. Our revenue in 2023 was about EUR 2.5
billion. 

In April 2024, Caverion and Assemblin combined to create a leading northern European technical service and installation company, Assemblin
Caverion Group. Together, we are nearly 22,000 skilled professionals in 10 countries, sharing the passion for smart and sustainable solutions.
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Our combined revenue amounts to EUR 3.8 billion.

www.caverion.com 
www.assemblincaverion.com

#AssemblinCaverionGroup #Strongertogether
#Caverion #BuildingPerformance #energywise 


